JULY 2024
Barnes, Jennifer Lynn – The Grandest Game
Bracken, Alexandra – The Mirror of Beasts
Cole, Tillie – A Thousand Broken Pieces
Dean, Benjamin – How to Die Famous
Finch, Freya - Rise
Freitas, Donna – Stefi and the Spanish Prince
Galarza, Josh – The Great Cool Ranch Dorito in the Sky
Goldsmith, Amy – Our Wicked Histories
Greenfield, Chatham – Time and Time Again
Hollis, Myah – Not About a Boy
Jones, Stephen Graham – I Was a Teenage Slasher
Kemp, Leon – Trespass Against Us
Kennedy, Kara A. – I Will Never Leave You
Levenseller, Tricia – The Darkness Within Us
Malburi, C.G. - Markless
McManus, Karen M. – Such Charming Liars
Murashige, Kelly – The Lost Souls of Benzaiten
Murphy, Cynthia – The Midnight Game
Nayak, Hemant – A Magic Fierce and Bright
Pagano, M. K. – Girls Who Burn
Ribay, Randy – The Reckoning of Roku
Richards, Natalie D. – 49 Miles Alone
Roberts, Lauren – Reckless
Rogers, Shannon C. F. – Eighteen Roses
Ryan, Lexi – Beneath These Cursed Stars
Sheinmel, Alyssa – Young Blood
Shusterman, Neal – Break to You
Tooley, Adrienne – The Second Son
Valentino, Serena – Kill the Beast
Walker, David F. – The Second Chance of Darius Logan
Wellington, Joelle – The Blonde Dies First
Zentner, Jeff – Sunrise Nights

AUGUST 2024
Armstrong, Kate J. - Fyrebirds
Brown, Alex – The House Where Death Lives
Burton, Gabi – Drown Me with Dreams
Cary, Gemma – Love Is in the Hair
Cesare, Adam – The Church of Frendo
Chow, Keshe – The Girl with No Reflection
Cottingham, Kayla – Practical Rules for Cursed Witches
Cotugno, Katie – Hemlock House
Davidhizar, Megan – Silent Sister
Dennings, Hayley – This Ravenous Fate
Draper, Lauren – Return to Sender
Glaze, Amanda – The Lies of Alma Blackwell
Grace, Adalyn - Wisteria
Hand, Cynthia – My Salty Mary
Hopkins, Ellen - Sync
Hunter, H. D. – Something Like Right
Ifueko, Jordan – The Maid and the Crocodile
Johnson, Maureen – Death at Morning House
Namey, Laura Taylor – With Love, Echo Park
Ng, Freeman – Bridge Across the Sky
Nguyen, Trinity – A Banh Mi for Two
Parker, Natalie C. – Come Out, Come Out
Preto, Nicki Pau - Ghostsmith
Riggs, Ransom - The Extraordinary Disappointments of Leopold Berry
Schmidt, Gary D. – Jupiter Rising
Schneiderhan, Caitlin – Medici Heist
Stringfield, Ravynn K. – Love Requires Chocolate
Sweeney, Kate – This Is Not a Dead Girl Story
Thomas, Kara – The Champions
Urban, Diana – Under the Surface
Vohra, Ambika – The Sticky Note Manifesto of Aisha Agarwal
Wen, Abigail Hing – Kisses, Codes, and Conspiracies
Wunder, Wendy – Mysterious Ways